ENSEMBLE EPOMEO
Diane Pascal, violin

David Yang, viola

Kenneth Woods, cello

Founded	
  in	
  2008	
  at	
  the	
  Ischia	
  Chamber	
  Music	
  Festival	
  (Italy),	
  string	
  trio	
  Ensemble	
  Epomeo	
  (Diane	
  Pascal	
  -‐	
  violin;	
  
David	
  Yang	
   –	
   viola;	
   Kenneth	
   Woods	
   –	
   cello)	
   is	
   fast	
   rising	
   to	
   the	
   top	
   echelon	
   of	
   international	
   chamber	
   groups.	
  
Inaugural	
  tours	
  saw	
  them	
  performing	
  in	
  Italy,	
  the	
  UK	
  and	
  the	
  USA,	
  with	
  broadcasts	
  on	
  New	
  England	
  Public	
  Radio	
  
and	
  WKCR	
  Columbia	
  University	
   in	
   New	
  York	
   where	
   they	
   were	
   the	
   subject	
   of	
   a	
   3	
   hour	
   special	
   showcase	
   concert.	
  
Ensemble	
   Epomeo	
   has	
   developed	
   vibrant	
   collaborations	
   with	
   leading	
   festivals	
   including	
   the	
   Newburyport	
  
Chamber	
   Music	
   Festival	
   (USA),	
  Two	
   Rivers	
   Festival	
   (England),	
   and	
   Scotia	
   Festival	
   (Canada)	
   and	
   they	
   have	
   been	
  
Ensemble-‐in	
  Residence	
  at	
  St.	
  Thomas	
  University	
  (Canada).	
  Ensemble	
  Epomeo	
  released	
  their	
  debut	
  recording	
  for	
  
Avie	
   Records	
   in	
   2012	
   featuring	
   the	
   complete	
   string	
   trios	
   of	
   Hans	
  Gál	
   and	
   Hans	
   Krása.	
   Recent	
   recordings	
   include	
  
Schoenberg’s	
   Verklarte	
   Nacht;	
   a	
   recording	
   of	
   20th	
   Century	
   string	
   trios	
   by	
   Schnittke,	
   Pendercki,	
   Kurtag,	
   and	
  
Weinberg.	
  A	
  boxed	
  set	
  of	
  the	
  complete	
  string	
  trios	
  of	
  Beethoven	
  	
  is	
  planned	
  for	
  2017.	
  

!

Passionate	
  advocates	
  for	
  the	
  music	
  of	
  our	
  time,	
  Ensemble	
  Epomeo	
  has	
  commissioned	
  new	
  works	
  by	
  composers	
  
Jay	
  Reise,	
  Kamyar	
  Mohajer,	
   Andrew	
  Keeling,	
  Donald	
  Fraser,	
  Victoria	
  Bond,	
  Kile	
  Smith,	
  Melissa	
  Dunphy,	
  Kenneth	
  
Woods,	
   Edward	
   Gregson,	
   Deborah	
   Pritchard,	
   and	
   Philip	
   Sawyers.	
  The	
   trio	
   take	
   their	
   name	
   from	
   the	
   legendary	
  
volcano	
  Mount	
  Epomeo	
  	
  on	
  the	
  island	
  of	
  Ischia	
  in	
  the	
  Bay	
  of	
  Naples,	
  where	
  they	
  gave	
  their	
  debut	
  performance	
  in	
  
2008	
  at	
  the	
  Ischia	
  Chamber	
  Music	
  Festival	
  performing	
  Schnittke’s	
  String	
  Trio,	
  a	
  work	
  with	
  which	
  they	
  have	
  become	
  
closely	
  identiﬁed.	
  

!

The	
   trio	
   has	
   an	
   alter-‐ego	
   for	
   outreach	
   concerts	
   in	
   children’s	
   storytelling	
   and	
   music	
   troupe	
   Auricolae.	
  Their	
   ﬁrst	
  
recording	
   on	
   the	
   New	
   Focus	
   label	
   was	
   released	
   in	
   2008:	
   “the	
   playing	
   is	
   superb;	
   I	
   cannot	
   reasonably	
   imagine	
  
better.”	
  (Audiophile	
  Audition).	
  Their	
  second,	
  two-‐disk	
  CD	
  was	
  released	
  on	
  Avie	
  in	
  June	
  2014.	
  	
  

“Ensemble Epomeo does both composers a great service with their precise, lively and stylistically astute
performances. The clarity in all the textures allows both men’s contrapuntal innovations to shine through… the
quality of these performances may help to initiate a new era in the reception of their works, and especially of Gál’s.
His Serenade definitely deserves a central place in the recital repertoire, even if it requires performances of this
high standard to make its many qualities fully apparent.!
Gavin Dixon, Classical CD Reviews!
!
“Five stars….Their sense of ensemble is democratic, their attention to the score attentive and respectful, and their
tone warm and welcoming. ”!
Byzantion, MusicWeb International!
!
“Wow!”
Andrew Patner, WFMT- Chicago!
!
“highly persuasive”
Michael Dervan, Irish Times!
!
“the three instrumentalists of Ensemble Epomeo…play superbly individually and as a team, and with obvious
commitment”
Colin Anderson, The Classical Source!
!
“When you encounter such inspired playing — wonderfully executed and, at times, absolutely breathtaking
performances by players at the top of their game, up close and personal— all this talk about the what’s what of the
program becomes mere sport.”!
Newburyport Arts Journal!

!

GRAMOPHONE CRITIC’S CHOICE, December, 2102: “Ensemble Epomeo provide ravishing accounts of both Gal
works, fully in sympathy with the idiom… A splendid disc I cannot get enough of.”
Guy Rickards, Gramophone Magazine!
!
RECORDING OF THE MONTH, October 2012: “…huge commitment and brilliant flair revealing every nuance…”
Steve Arloff, MusisWeb International!

!

“…a brilliant revelation… unforgettable….a superb performance…”
Joshua Kosman, San Francisco Chronicle

!
!
!

!

!

!

!
!
!
Album review: Ensemble Epomeo, String Trios
Joshua Kosman

!

Classical
Conductor and cellist Kenneth Woods' ongoing project to revive the music of Hans Gál has
moved from the composer's less persuasive symphonic works to the more congenial
grounds of chamber music, and the results are illuminating. Gál, who escaped the Nazis to
live out his life in Scotland (he died there in 1987) is represented here by two works, one
early and one late. The Serenade in D, written in 1932, is a witty, sardonic and often
beautiful score, which adopts the mannerisms of the Classical style while simultaneously
sending them up with love and zest. By contrast, the Trio in F-Sharp Minor from 1971
sounds broad and pensive, and frankly rather ponderous for all of Gál's undeniable mastery
of resources. In any case, Gál has to share the stage here with Hans Krása, his nearcontemporary who was murdered in Auschwitz. Krása's Passacaglia and Fugue is a brilliant
revelation, a savage takedown of artistic ideals in which order and luxuriance devolve into
chaos. It's a compact, unforgettable masterpiece, and the Ensemble Epomeo - which
includes Woods along with violinist Caroline Chin and violist David Yang - gives it a
superb performance.

!

!

Hans Gál & Hans Krása: Complete String Trios Ensemble
Epomeo (Avie)

!

Avie have already successfully exhumed the four symphonies
by the Austrian émigré Hans Gál, who pitched up in Edinburgh
in the 1940s and enjoyed a long academic career. His early
Serenade in D for string trio epitomises his early style – breezy,
neoclassical and full of busy counterpoint which never sounds
too studied or pedantic. This is supremely approachable,
engaging music, and sweetly played here – every chromatic
kink handled with deft skill. Best is the closing Alla
Marcia, dazzling in terms of its technical facility, and, evidently,
very enjoyable to play. The Serenade is paired with Gál’s 1971
Trio in F sharp minor, a darker, brooding work originally
featuring the viola d’amore – though a standard viola is heard
here. Gál’s opening movement seems to hark back to fin-desiecle Vienna, and the mood of bittersweet melancholy is neatly
sidestepped in the trio’s closing minutes. Cellist Kenneth Woods
describes Gál as the Viennese classical tradition’s “last, modest
master” and it’s hard not to agree.

!

Also on the disc are several works by the Czech composer
Hans Krása. He died in Auschwitz in 1944, having spent two
years interned in the Theresienstadt ghetto - where the short
Tanec and Passacaglia and Fuga for string trio were composed.
This makes listening to both of these brilliantly communicative
pieces an uneasy experience, each one a masterly exercise in
musical doublespeak. I won’t attempt to describe them – buy
this disc and experience them for yourself. Eloquent
performances in glowing sound

!

KRASA • GAL
Trio Op 104, Serenade in D, Tanec, Passacaglia and Fugue
By Phillip Scott

!

Powerful 20th-century string trios prove a real discovery.
Chamber music is the ideal medium for composers with a knack for polyphony. Here we have a
fascinating disc of string trios by two exact contemporaries who were among the victims of Hitler’s
Germany. Hans Gál fled to Scotland and lived a long (if obscure) life, while the Czech Hans Krása
was interned at Terezin and killed in Auschwitz in 1944. While their music differs in intensity, both men
were skilled at writing counterpoint so all these works are full of interest.
Gál’s Serenade dates from 1932. Notable for its high spirits, it follows in the wake of similar trios by
Beethoven and Dohnányi. The Trio of 1971 is understandably more autumnal in quality (apart from its
Mendelssohnian Scherzo) and features a set of gentle, lyrical variations as its final movement.
Krása’s music was heavily influenced by the Second Viennese School and is made of tougher stuff.
Tanec (or Dance) is a short work evoking the sound of trains, with a tender chorale in the middle
section. In the powerful Passacaglia and Fugue, the underlying emotional impetus stretches these
highly structured forms almost to breaking point in Krása’s final composition.
The performances by the Ensemble Epomeo are beyond praise: lively, warm-toned and well balanced
in excellent sound. Cellist Kenneth Woods penned the informative sleeve note. Genuine buried
treasure here.

!

!

Ensemble Epomeo — Caroline Chin, violin, David Yang,
viola and Kenneth Woods, cello — is a first-rate trio making
its mark on Halifax this Scotia Festival season.
Ensemble Epomeo, the remarkable string trio working the Scotia Festival this season, showed us their interesting, but largely
unknown, repertoire, at the Dunn Tuesday night. They played works by 20th century composers Gyorgy Kurtag, Krzysztof
Penderecki, Hans Krasa, followed with a bright, energetic performance of Beethoven’s Trio for Violin, Viola and Cello, op. 3. It
really was only then that we got back to familiar turf They topped off the program with Richard Strauss’s variations on a Bavarian
folk song. Talk about your musical whipped cream. It was a delicious set of variations in 18th-century style, Strauss stepping back
from his own time to savour more traditional delights of musical form. The German title is roughly translated as The Girl is Mad at
Me. “Mad” unfortunately is too ambiguous a word to choose among the possible meanings of “angry” and “crazy in love.” Maybe
its very ambiguity is the point of the title. Emotions are such sticky things to define once caught up in them. You always feel you
are in good hands with Epomeo, even when trampling through the murky moods of mid-20th century angst. In Europe, at least,
that was a dark time, full of dictators, pogroms and organized hatred, a perfect exemplum of what George Orwell was on about in
his futuristic 1984. How music could be made in such anxious times is a human miracle. Thanks to Ensemble Epomeo, we are
allowed not just a glimpse of the times, but a movie of the moods and emotions those closer to the time were exposed to. There
was some compositional preoccupation with form in the seven short movements of Gyorgy Kurtag’s Signs, Games, and Messages
for String Trio and more emotional turmoil in the two movements of Krzysztof Penderecki’s String Trio. On the second half of the
program we felt right at home after these turbulent pieces with the familiar vocabulary of Beethoven’s Trio, op. 3. Ensemble
Epomeo is a first-rate trio with such mastery of both the familiar and the new (to us at least) to give us confidence in the music and
to seed a desire to hear more of it, more of composers like Kurtag and Krasa. Penderecki as well, except we are probably more at
home with his music. Who, for example, after once hearing his extraordinary Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima, can ever
forget it? Ensemble Epomeo is making its mark on Halifax this Scotia Festival season. - Stephen Pedersen

!

Ensemble Epomeo — Caroline Chin, violin, David Yang, viola, and Kenneth Woods,
cello — gave us a different, angst-ridden kind of eloquence in their performance of
Schnittke’s Trio for Violin and Viola. At one time, Schnittke’s score would have been
slighted as “eclectic” for his use of allusions to other composers’ styles. But critics, after
a decade or two of aesthetic collage in all the arts, found a more positive, and more
useful term in calling it “polytonalism,” and let it go at that. Schnittke’s uses these
references like a musical James Joyce, fitting them in with sometimes shocking effect,
only to calm us down in a measure or two as the logic of their creative energy reveals
itself to us. Violent attacks and harshly, dissonant harmonies provided clues of the
musical imagery of mid-20th-century European anguish, as populations coped with
boom and bust amid the ideological struggle between Russia and the West. Hints of all
this percolated through the sudden shifts of Schnittke’s music from outrage to childlike
sentimentality. Throughout, the excellent Ensemble Epomeo three instruments merged
into a rare kind of musical experience. Spacious and uncannily unified, it was wholly
successful in towing the audience along as though they were floating in a huge balloon
of music and harmony. You can’t really write about such experiences. But as an
audience you know that for a moment or two, for a measure, for a note of harmony, for a
tone colour, you were vividly held together in the same aesthetic space.!
- Stephen Pedersen!

!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

TEMPO MAGAZINE	

July 2013
In yet another release from Avie, Gál’s two pieces for string trio are performed by Ensemble
Epomeo, whose cellist is none other than that all-round musician, Kenneth Woods. The Serenade
in D dates from 1932 and is light and droll in character without any lowering of the composer’s
usual high standards of inspiration and formal mastery. A varied, protean opening Capriccioso
delights in catching the unwary listener off balance with its sudden shifts of harmony, texture and
dynamics. The ensuing Cantabile features a flowing and luxuriant melody introduced by violin and
later assumed by the viola over richly harmonized textures. Classical grace informs the Menuetto,
with a romantic trio theme unexpectedly languishing at its centre. The concluding Alla marcia
matches the opening movement in devious twists and turns of melodic invention and contains at
its heart a typically song-like theme which takes wing effortlessly.

!

The other Gál piece on the disc, his Trio in F sharp minor, dates from 1971. Commissioned by the
London Viola d’Amore Society, it was originally scored for violin, viola d’amore and cello, though
the composer also made a version for standard string trio at the same time, and it is in this latter
form that the piece appears on the Avie CD. Though it dates from the same ‘late’ period as the
composer’s Triptych for orchestra and Fourth Symphony reviewed above, the Trio is made of
sterner stuff. In this rigorously worked-out piece Gál seems to be consciously making connexions
with the Austro-German legacy to which his carefully honed musical voice is entirely attuned. An
expressive viola solo launches a deeply passionate yet at times wistfully introspective opening
Tranquillo con moto. The central Presto’s pointedly rhythmic, principal idea, sempre staccato, is
contrasted with a more flowing trio-like episode and is wafted away in a delightfully insouciant
closing gesture. Genuine emotional depths are plumbed once again in the concluding theme and
variations, each of which is distinctive, yet assumes a logical place within the movement’s cogent
overarching structure. One of the most impressive and penetrating of Gál’s later works, the Trio’s
craftsmanship is impeccable and, as with all worthwhile compositions, it demands and rewards
repeated listening.

!

These two contrasting Gál works for violin, viola and cello are accompanied by a pair of similarly
scored pieces by the Czech composer Hans Krása (1899–1944). Both were written in 1944,
whilst the composer was in the Terezin concentration camp and shortly before he was murdered
at Auschwitz. Tanec (Dance) shows the quirky influence of Janáček, whilst substantial
Passacaglia and Fugue, the last music Krása completed, is more profound and disquieting, at
least in the Ensemble Epomeo’s performance, which, at an initially measured tempo, digs deep
into this deeply moving score, ensures that each variation is effectively delineated, and brings
instinctive virtuosity to the frenzied and terrifying deconstructive conclusions to both the Fugue
and Passacaglia sections of the piece.

!

All four items are played with palpable commitment and inspiriting vigour by Ensemble Epomeo
and they are faithfully recorded in a warm and vibrant acoustic. This disc helpfully presents fine
examples of Gál’s craft nearly four decades apart and the insightful, bravura performances of the
Krása pieces set the seal on a highly recommendable release.

!
!
!

Pizzicato Magazine, 5 Star
Review, February 2013

GAL AND KRASA

!

H. & H. Krasa Gal: Complete String Trios,
Ensemble Epomeo; 1 CD Avie 2259;
12/11 (67'08)

!

Hans Gál (1890-1986) escaped the Nazis and fled
to Scotland, while Hans Krasa (1899-1944)
after internment in Theresienstadt was finally
barbarically murdered in Auschwiz.

!

With her ‹‹carefree melodies and her dance
elegance Hans Gal's nearly half-hour
neoclassical Serenade from 1932 recalls
Mozart. In Gal's Trio from the year 1971, the viola
is the most important voice, around whichof
cello and violin playing is ensnared: The charm
of the composition is the conversation between
the three instruments of Chin, Yang and Woods
stimulated and is inspiringly performed. The
recordings are another compelling example of
the campaign Kenneth Woods leads for the
music of Hans Gal with as much love as for the
music as expertise.

!

The two works for string trio by Hans Krasa on
this disc are heard, originated in Theresienstadt,
shortly before his death. 'Tanec' (dance) is a
piece of music,which in its nearly six
minutes has much to say that the swirling Dance
music, the subliminal from the beginning of the
unrest and increasing latent fear in the
expressive interpretation of the Ensembles
'Epomeo' a particularly penetrating effect,
especially when one remembers what
one Theresienstadt white. this is true more for
'Passacaglia and Fugue' whose darkly moody
first Part ends in a final forward drivingnightmare.

Concertonet.com
Notes From Different Worlds. by Harry Rolnick
New York - February 23, 2014
On Zephyr’s Strings: music of Beethoven, Bond, Kurtág, Schlefer, Weinberg
Since our Constitution allows us freedom of choice, I took advantage of this today, but it was
agonizing. Over at Carnegie Hall, Emanuel Ax and Yo-Yo Ma were playing an all-Brahms concert, to
which, the New Yorker wrote, “all roads go.” But I’ve heard them play Brahms before, I knew how fine
it would be, so my choice was way downtown.Yes, a cello (the estimable musician, writer and
conductor Kenneth Woods), but everything else was different. America’s finest shakuhachi player, two
world premieres, a rare work by the sadly rarely-performed Polish-Russian genius Mieczyslaw
Weinberg, seven of György Kurtág’s epigraphic gems, and an early Beethoven. Whatever the road to
Carnegie Hall, I preferred to walk to the Terri Cultural Institute. The art (a rice-paper faux-ceiling,
revealing objects slowly through the clouds) and the music were both challenging and inventive.And
for those who, like myself, have felt that the shakuhachi is fine for heavy breathing and Zen-style
meditation, James Nyoraku Schlefer had a few surprises. I had heard him before, at Bargememusic,
where his Sankyoku No. 1 for koto, shakuhachi and cello was a quirky amalgam of Japanese and light
jazz. What I hadn’t known was that the shakuhachi came in various sizes and registers, so he played
two of them with an old partner, cellist Kenneth Woods, who had conducted his Shakuhachi Concerto.
Here, the colors of cello and Japanese flute were carefully and felicitously blended. The work was
called Sidewalk Dances, embracing Mr. Schlefer in the city (fast) and more leisurely in the
countryside. But there was Zen breathiness with his instruments, which could have been wood
recorders. (Except that you can’t get a true glissando on recorder as you can here.) The moments of
the tenor shakuhachi and tenor cello were surprisingly beautiful. The other sections were surprising
for their lightness, seeming ease and joy of playing. In the final section Mr. Schlefer ’s jazz treatment
made him a veritable Herbie Mann with a fairly jazzy cello on the side.
The other world premiere, also commissioned by Kyo-Shin-An Arts, was far more Japanese, since it
was based on the Akira Kurosawa film Rashomon. It takes more than a little chuzpah to create original
music for this movie of crime, illusions, moods and enigmas. Fumio Hayasaka’s original music was as
haunting as the film (Kurosawa was as careful with his composers as with his actors), but Victoria
Bond composed an original work inspired by the “crime and variations” of that 1950 classic.The work
with Mr. Schlefer and the wonderful trio of the evening, Ensemble Epomeo, was a not totally
convincing mixture. Starting off with a pentatonic Japanese motive, it moved onto a theme played by
cello, joined by the Japanese flute, with a series of variations, themselves based on parts of the film as
well as musical forms. That was a high-wire act, but Ms. Bond is most deft composer, and she had a
few stunning moments. One could hear the violence through the dissonance, follow with a slower
“calculation” and finally burst through with more violence, disguised as passion.It was a clever
invention, for Ms. Bond is a most capable composer, and her first venture with the Japanese
instrument was a happy partnership. But trying experiments with one of the only perfect films ever
made is like gilding...well, gilding the Japanese chrysanthemum.
One can never underrate Mieczyslaw Weinberg, though he is little heard in New York. The last time
was the St Petersburg Orchestra with his Moldavian Overture. Mr. Weinberg, like his friend Dmitri
Shostakovich, were truly fecund composers. Weinberg had written about 21 symphonies and much
chamber music, like the Trio played this afternoon. New to this writer, but filled with zest, juicy violin
solos by Dianne Pascal, and succinct movements.That same trio sparkled through Beethoven’s early C
Minor Trio for a finale. But it was the opening work, seven selections from György Kurtág’s Signs,
Games and Dances which impressed most of all. Kurtág, I must confess, has become an obsession.
Infinite works, each different, each a one-carat diamond, a flash, a bolt of lightning, an epigraph...
Yes, it was Mr. Schlefer who supplied the Japanese music. But György Kurtág’s music was closer to a
Japanese sketch, half a haiku, an inhalation, an inspiration. The seven works were dissimilar. An outof-tune Romanian dance, a crazy waltz, an embrace of softness...each demanded not only full attention
from the audience, but from this entrancing group, the most dexterous execution.

BBC Music Magazine, 12/14

30 October 2014
Four modern masterpieces are presented here in distinctive and engaging interpretations. The idea of “interpretation” may seem
anathema to musical Modernism, as many 20th-century scores seem to require little more of their performers than faithful execution.
But none of the works here is in that category, as is amply demonstrated by the differences of tone and approach between these
recordings and most earlier versions. It’s a diverse collection, but Ensemble Epomeo applies similar criteria to each. The tone is elegant
but focussed throughout. Tempos and articulations are quite strict, with few indulgences of rubato or portamento. Yet within these selfimposed interpretive limits a great deal of expression and variety is achieved. The title of Ken Woods’ excellent liner essay is
“Reconciling the old and new”, and that dichotomy is apparent in the performances through continual balancing of Romantic
expression and Modernist austerity. Every ensemble approaching these scores, especially the Schnittke and the Penderecki, has to work
out that balance for themselves, but more often than not, this group seems to achieve the impossible by having it both ways.
Ensemble Epomeo was founded in 2008 to perform the Schnittke String Trio, and the players’ close affinity with the work today is clear
from every note of this recording. It’s not an easy piece, and it is rare to find a version on disc with the sheer level of technical accuracy
of this one. The interpretive questions come down to the relationship between the work’s tight, and fairly conventional, structure and its
inclusion of various stylistic references, specifically Viennese waltzes and Russian Orthodox chant. In this recording, structure and
progression take the upper hand. The various styles are acknowledged, but never to the point of leading the music off course. Again,
discipline is the watchword. The opening statement is delivered with a blank, emotionless tone (I was reminded of the opening Aria of
Glenn Gould’s first Goldberg recording). There’s no portamento here, no expressive swells, and no attempt to make the music sound
sentimental or distant – all of which we might expect from earlier recordings. Instead, these players make the opening the starting point
on a journey, with the music and its expression becoming ever-more complex as the movement goes on. For all its sophisticated
structuring, the work is also quite sectional, with juxtapositions of mood and style between successive phrases. But continuity is
achieved here by moving seamlessly from one into another. That is partly achieved by avoiding gaps between phrases, but also by
keeping down the louder dynamics. Those vicious tuttis retain their bite though, through the acerbic timbres that the players apply.
Although a little lacking in the sheer abandon that can make this music so compelling, another advantage is that the harmonic basis of
these sections becomes clear. Schnittke usually superimposes diatonic triads to create his dissonances here, a principle demonstrated in
this recording with unusual clarity.

!

The Schnittke is the main work on this programme, but the other three are more than just fillers. Weinberg’s String Trio dates from
1950, difficult times, not only was Weinberg’s music then suppressed due to the Zhdanov decree of 1948, but it was also the era of the
most intense repression of Jews in Soviet cultural life, which would culminate for the composer a few years later in arrest in connection
with the “doctor’s plot”. But the Trio is wholly unapologetic, especially in its use of Jewish folk styles and klezmer. Ensemble Epomeo
finds an ideal balance between the works structure and its many stylistic divergences. And again, clarity of tone and of interpretive
focus elucidates the work’s structure and logic. There is also a sense that the players have half an eye on the overall programme of the
disc as they perform this piece. It is the most stylistically conservative of the four, but by giving it a more modern edge, they fit it more
logically between the Schnittke and the Kurtág.

!

Kurtág’s Signs, Games and Messages, an ongoing project represented here as a series of seven short and aphoristic movements, perhaps
comes closest to anything on the disc to the model of Modernist music that requires little interpretation. But even so, all those qualities
of clarity of tone and intent are again brought to bear, and to impressive effect. Kurtág’s art relies heavily on expressive extremes, so
Ensemble Epomeo expand their self-imposed dynamic constraints for him, especially for the louder outbursts, which have astonishing
impact here. But there’s plenty of subtly too, for example in the ways that the sounds of open strings are contrasted to those of stopped
strings, or in the curiously inverted or contrived balances he seeks in some of his harmonies. The work is given a clear-eyed
interpretation, but that clarity never diminishes the sophistication of the music.

!

A big surprise at the start of the Penderecki. His String Trio opens with three huge, dissonant chords, wrenched from the instruments
with painful deliberation. Or that’s what usually happens – here the opening is played fast and at a moderate dynamic. The chords are
there all right, but are presented as a casual opening gesture. Like the Schnittke, this piece sits on a borderline between different styles
in its composer’s output. It was written in 1990-91, by which time Penderecki had long turned his back on the sonorist Modernism of
the 50s and 60s and had seemed to settle into a more consonant and tonal idiom. But in the String Trio many aspects of his earlier self
return, not least his fluency in dissonant discourse and his taste for expressive extremes. In fact, these aspects are somewhat superficial
to a more tonal language and classical form, and it is these more traditional aspects that the present recording emphasises. Again, the
players are reconciling new and old, although in this case the two terms are reversed, at least in terms of the composer’s artistic
trajectory. As in the Schnittke, the result is impressive for the clarity of textures achieved and for the discipline applied to music that
can elsewhere tend towards anarchy. Perhaps the control goes a little too far though, and it is surprising that, on this disc, the
Penderecki sounds closer to the Weinberg than it does to the Schnittke.

!

But again, the sheer individuality of this interpretation sets it apart. All four works are given compelling interpretations, often unusual
but never to their detriment. The sound quality is very fine, finer than on any other recording of the Schnittke I know, the packaging is
elegant, and the liner essay by Ken Woods is well worth a read. Recommended.

!
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BRAHMS, SCHOENBERG, Ensemble Epomeo, Orchestra of the Swan

Both works here are better known in larger, later arrangements, but Ken Woods and his colleagues
demonstrate that impressive clarity and focus can be achieved through the original incarnations.
Verklärte Nacht is presented in its string sextet version, while the Brahms op. 11 Serenade is
performed by an ensemble of nine, the forces for which it was originally written, although that
score is lost and the version here was reconstructed by Alan Bousted in the 1980s.

!

Whether performed by sextet or string orchestra, Verklärte Nacht is usually interpreted to
emphasise the dense textures, and half-lit effects of its richly voiced scoring; scene setting is usually
the order of the day. But this group, the string trio Ensemble Epomeo with three extra players,
instead strives for, and achieves, clarity of line and texture. The textures are appropriately bass
heavy, and the two cellos dominate, but every line comes through with exceptional clarity. This
gives the piece a new profile, with the complex but now clear counterpoint driving the music and
leading the ear through the harmonic web. There is atmosphere here too, and much warmth in the
ensemble’s sound, but that is never at the expense of the individual lines. My only complaint is that
there is a slight reticence that holds back the magisterial climaxes. Those cadences, where
suddenly a radiant major chord appears from the dense and increasingly dour lead-up, they don’t
quite have the sense of exaltation you will hear in other recordings, especially of the orchestral
version. Generally, though, this is an impressive recording, and one that exposes many details of
the score that usually remain obscure.

!

Ken Woods, as ever, provides detailed and very readable liner notes. Both recordings are of live
performances, full details of which are also provided in the liner. All round, a revealing and
enjoyable disc, but recommended primarily for the Schoenberg.

!

Gavin Dixon
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London,  8  November  2014

Midday Monday series provides a diverse and nuanced show to a perplexingly fickle audience
By Daniel Bidikov on November 6, 2014

The music department’s Midday Monday Concert Series offers monthly classical programming for a single-digit
number of interested college students and a reasonably-sized mass of local retirees, bused in to find their seats
about 45 minutes early. Each concert begins at 12:30 – the department’s conception of the middle of the day – in
the Lang Concert Hall, and lasts about an hour. The Midday Monday concert on November 3 featured the
ensemble Epomeo. Taking its name from the volcano on which it was formed, the trio is made up of violinist Diane
Pascal, violist David Yang and cellist Kenneth Woods. They are a group of seasoned performers and educators.
Yang coaches chamber music at Swarthmore as part of the Fetter Chamber Music Program. Internationally
renowned both individually and as a group, the musicians came prepared with a diverse program. I took my place
in one of many unfortunately-yet-unsurprisingly empty seats in the hall and waited for the concert to begin. There
was some kind of delay. Two women a few rows behind me took these few minutes to exchange stories about their
Halloween weekends. “The costumes were okay, and the kids all looked really cute,” one remarked, “but I didn’t
see anything particularly creative.”Such are the high-concept struggles, it would seem, of classical music’s
demographic. About ten minutes late, the performers came out on stage. Cellist Kenneth Woods opened with an
explanation of the first piece to be performed, a dynamic work by contemporary Polish composer Krzysztof
Penderecki. Woods gave background information on the Penderecki, explaining the artist’s work in context and
elaborating on each instrumentalist’s special role in the interpretation of the piece. He described a few archetypes
of certain instruments – a fiery violinist, a reserved, twisted violist. When he was finished giving his speech, he sat
down to play. It was a harshly scored piece full of dissonant chords and interplay between musicians. The trio
members had excellent chemistry as undirected performers. The balance was perfect and the transition of each
instrumentalist between the roles of accompanied and accompaniment was seamless. It was met with applause,
and the commentary of the two women behind me. “Yeah, that was nice, but I prefer the real classical stuff,” one
remarked. It was a mark of another equally unfortunate and understandable inconvenience of classical music. Like
many now-famous who experimented and innovated to the dismay of their audiences, contemporary artists often
have difficulty appealing to people with new music. It comes as a shock to many that classical music is not
necessarily a backdrop for an art gallery. Lang Hall’s resident critic had her wish fulfilled as the trio played a
Beethoven piece for three strings. There was no explanation or introduction involved this time. A particularly
noteworthy part of the performance was the breathing. That is not to suggest that the other parts of it were less
noteworthy than basic life functions, but that the small ensemble used coordinated and carefully timed breathing
as a method of unspoken communication. After delivering another solid performance, the trio left the stage for a
moment while the third and final part of the program was introduced. It was a contemporary work titled “Fire
Down Below.” Composed by Swarthmore music professor Thomas Whitman ’82, the piece was a recent
commission by the Newburyport Chamber Music Festival. It is a musical interpretation of the journal of a New
England woman describing the experience of her travels. Whitman wrote the piece as a cantata, to be sung and
accompanied by string players. Yang, who heads the Festival, requested that Whitman arrange the cantata for
three strings so that it could be performed by the trio.
“I didn’t have a chance to work with [the trio] before Monday’s concerts, but I know David’s playing well,” said
Whitman, who tailored the piece for the trio without rehearsing with it. Epomeo performed two movements from
the piece. The first was written to fit a specific passage from the journal. Aptly titled “The Banyan Tree,” it
paralleled the journal writer’s encounter with a Banyan tree. Though the intended accompanying lyrics of the
journal entry were absent, Whitman did a good job of communicating the ideas of the missing words in the music.
The next movement was based on scattered excerpts out of the journal that referred to storms. The piece perfectly
conveyed the journal’s emotions of exploration, wonder, simultaneous fear and curiosity in the unknown. It was
undoubtedly modern, yet still interesting and touching. When it was over, I wondered why the ladies three rows
back had nothing to say. They weren’t there. They had left before the piece started.

A new release from Avie Records brings a really fine collection of works from composers
that experienced, in varying degrees, the turbulent post war years, in first rate
performances from Ensemble Epomeo
The string trio Ensemble Epomeo were founded in 2008 at the Ischia Chamber Music Festival, Italy. Its members are Diane
Pascal (violin), David Yang (viola) and Kenneth Woods (cello). Ensemble Epomeo soon established themselves internationally
with tours taking them to Italy, the UK and the USA, broadcasts on New England Public Radio and WKCR Columbia University
in New York and appearances at leading festivals including the Newburyport Chamber Music Festival (USA), Two Rivers
Festival (England), and Scotia Festival (Canada) as well as being appointed Ensemble-in Residence at St. Thomas University
(Canada). Ensemble Epomeo released their debut recording for Avie Records www.avie-records.com in 2012 featuring the
complete string trios of Hans Gál and Hans Krása which received critical acclaim including Critic’s Choice from Gramophone
Magazine. Their latest release from Avie Records www.avie-records.com
brings together works by Alfred Schnittke,
Mieczysław Weinberg, György Kurtág and Krzysztof Penderecki all born over a period of just fifteen years and all affected by
the events of the Second World War.
Alfred Schnittke (1934-1998) wrote his String Trio in1985. The Moderato opens with a melancholy, dissonant theme before
developing moments of intense passion Ensemble Epomeo really bite into the more anguished phrases often with the strings
thrusting forward with frenetic energy. Occasionally the music reveals an almost classical style with a lovely little passage that
is soon attacked by an outburst of ferocity. There are anguished dissonances that are exceptionally realised by this trio. An
insistent falling passage arrives just before the little classical theme again peers through and the music slowly fades. The
Adagio picks up on the descending theme and inverts it as the movement gently and quietly develops. A ghostly motif is shared
around the trio and quietly decorated with some striking unison chords. Soon the violin holds a note under which the viola and
cello intone a darker theme. A hushed wistful theme appears, offset by a passionate motif that bursts out fervently but the
mournful, dissonant theme returns between outbursts with a slow melancholy tune appearing a number of times before the
music fades at the end. A few weeks after the premiere, Schnittke suffered his first stroke. This is music that really tears at the
soul, particularly in this performance.
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Mieczysław Weinberg’s (1919-1996) String Trio dates from 1950. The Allegro con moto rises up gently in an attractive little
theme on the cello with occasional pizzicato accompaniment, developing and slowly becoming more passionate. The music
moves through some very fine passages, building each time as it becomes more and more dramatic, the gentler theme always
retuning. The music develops a rather Jewish lilt before winding to a hushed coda.The Andante opens with a gentle flowing
theme that is expanded as it is shared around the trio in a kind of fugue, with these players weaving a lovely melancholy
tapestry. There are moments of exquisite sensitivity in the little hushed sequence where some ghostly harmonies appear before
leading to a beautifully hushed coda. A rhythmic theme opens the Moderato assai with a steady and rather grotesque dance. A
wistful tune is then weaved around it on the viola, becoming more and more dynamic and insistent. Harmonics are played by
the violin over the theme on viola and insistent cello motif before the players push ahead, full of heavy pathos, to a coda that
feels as though the music just runs out of energy. Weinberg was arrested by the KGB shortly after completing this work. It was
only Stalin’s death and the intervention of Shostakovich that saved him. This is a strangely unsettling, yet very fine work.

!

György Kurtág’s (b.1926) Signs, games, and messages, written between 1989 and 2005 can be played in any order. Here
Ensemble Epomeo have selected seven of the pieces starting with Virág az ember that emerges from silence, hesitatingly
before little notes appear. The dramatic Perpetuum mobile follows where Kurtag plays with the perfect fifth and thirds through
a tremendous and highly absorbing sequence. The trio play dissonant harmonies in Ligatura Y before the music grows faster
with astringent dissonances and outbursts. Jelek VI bursts out full of drama with sudden string chords ending suddenly.
Sliding strings create odd sound world in Virág - Zsigmondy Dénesnek with ghostly echoes of sounds rising and fading at the
end. Hommage à Ránki György has pizzicato opening as a rhythmic waltz theme is developed that oddly throws up memories
of Weinberg’s string trio, before just fading. Hommage à J.S.B opens high in register as the violin and viola weave a theme over
a pizzicato cello before slowly falling and weaving around before just coming to a halt. These are strange little sound bites of
the composer’s moods and receive a very fine performance here.
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Krzysztof Penderecki (b.1933) began his compositional career as an arch modernist with works such as Threnody for the
Victims of Hiroshima. In later years he has adopted a more conventional style yet still retains elements of his early dramatic,
even violent nature. His String Trio dates from 1990-91 and has, in the composers own words, ‘the language of …late Bartok.’
The Allegro molto opens with a violent insistent motif before quickly changing to a mournful viola theme. The number three is
important here with three outbursts and three cadenzas one each for the players. The cello cadenza has a three note motif that
is rather skittish. After the second outburst there is a forceful virtuosic violin cadenza before a melancholy viola cadenza. The
music is shared around with harmonics and a theme that darts around between the players. Eventually the music becomes
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